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age survived to delight and inspire the hard-working law-
abiding farmers and citizens of the new ; an " adventure
of ideas " among the most momentous in history, and the
means by which, as we said, a thesis and antithesis,
individualism and social solidarity, " heroic " and " geo-
metric " produced the brilliant synthesis of Hellenic life.
Homer's picture of the gods also had, as I have remarked
elsewhere, immense importance. The Greek mythopoeic
imagination, their brilliance in inventing and adorning stories,
had ultimately made the gods less truly worshipful and less
convincing as explanations of what occurs than the vague
powers of what we (still more vaguely) call " primitive
animism " might have been ; than the gods or numina of
Rome, for instance. To have nations descended from children
of the gods was all very well; but treat these gods with
the advanced anthropomorphism of Homer, and one gets the
impression that so shocked Euripides and Plato, that
the gods of the old stories went about the world raping
defenceless girls. As Xenophanes already says, in the sixth
century, " Homer and Hesiod have ascribed to the gods
all things that are shameful among men—theft and adultery
and deceiving one another." Homer did no service to mankind
directly by his picture of Olympos ; but he did make men
think, and his picture must be counted among the influences
that broke the chrysalis of early Greek piety, so that Greek
thought might spread its butterfly wings.
To the question that awakes Homer's deepest melancholy,
some sort of answer had been found by the new Greek society.
The question is that which outflanks the defences of all
individualist humanism and leaves no answer possible but
that of " unyielding despair ". To what end is all the beauty
of life when it passes with the passing of youth* and there
is nothing to look forward to beyond the grave ? ** Why
ask my race ? ** asks Glaukos; " as is the generation of
the leaves, so is that of men." * Achilles' outburst in answer
to Agamemnon's ambassadors in Book ix is full of the same
feeling, To that strange shrinking from the idea of annihilation
* 11, vi, 145-6,

